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ABSTRACT

 In this digital era, ICT use in the classroom is important for giving students opportunities to learn and apply the 

required 21st century skills. Hence studying the issues and challenges related to ICT use in teaching and learning 

can assist teachers in overcoming the obstacles and become successful technology users.  Therefore, the main 

purpose of this study is to analyze the different hardwares and softwares available for teachers for teaching in 

classrooms. It is hoped that the outcome of this research provides proper information and recommendation to 

those responsible for integrating new hardwares and softwares available for teaching and learning process.  
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Introduction

As PCs themselves are crucial to current business, government and society, knowledge of PC frameworks is a 

fundamental ability for instructors in the 21st century. As such present day ICT offers different devices for the 

instructors. 

All the ICT apparatuses can be characterized in two significant parts called equipment and programming. Equipment 

comprise of actual types of gear that are utilized for preparing data differently, and programming comprises of the 

guidelines or projects that decide assignments be performed by the equipment and the manner in which these 

undertakings are performed.

A. Hardware

The most decent hardware used by teachers are:

1. Desktop Computer

Indeed, even as schools progressively carry out 1-to-1, bring-your-own-gadget (BYOD) and other cell phone drives, 

many are deciding to hold essentially some work stations due to its handling force and its bigger screen size. It is even 

conceivable to connect a work area to a TV, so screen sizes could be just about as extensive as a TV. This 

accommodates incredible adaptability on what the work area is utilized for and in what climate. Work areas can utilize [1]

full size consoles, including a number cushion. They are likewise more practical knowledge in contrasted with PC or 

tablet. Instructors are utilizing Desktop Computers for selecting purposes — Teaching composing abilities, utilizing it 

with intuitive whiteboard and committed lab are normal practices. In certain circumstance, educators lean toward 

Desktop for planning notes, exercise upon plan and other accounting page works for its component of extended console 

and separate screen. 

2. Laptop Computer  [2] 

Since compactness is a major element of PCs, Laptops were intended to be assumed from position to put, conveyed in a 

rucksack or PC conveying case. They are incredible for in a hurry use. Screen measures ordinarily range from 10" to 

17". Be that as it may, a PC can in any case be associated with an outer presentation and backing any size of screen, 

screen, or projector. PC has CD/DVD drive which makes it conceivable to play various motion pictures, games and 

other CD. Most educators utilized Laptop for IEP (Individualized Education Program) advancement, exercise arranging, 

PowerPoint introductions, iPhoto, and other related exercises. PC helps instructors in their way to deal with innovation 

based materials. Most workstations have an implicit Wifi innovation which makes it adaptable for the instructors to 

associate with the organization any place they are. 

3. Tablet  

Tables are simply basic versatile PCs. It has contact screen regardless of mouse. Tablets utilize virtual cover up capable 

console which is by and large utilized for composing. It lies among cell phone and PC in size which is 7 inch slantingly. 

Tablets can be associated with actual console and information gadgets. Tablets are the slight and light weighted 
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contraptions which makes it more helpful compact little versatile PC in contrast with workstations. Tablets with their 

basic interface, movability, speed, moderateness and their assortment of applications are rapidly moving into schools 

across the globe and a developing number of instructors are exploring different avenues regarding tablets or are keen on 

doing as such. They can offer improved digital books highlights pictures, video, sound, and so on Instructors can utilize 

tablet as a reading material and archive watcher, just as an efficiency, content-creation, note-taking and regulatory as 

well. There's basically no limit to the quantity of caps a tablet can wear – jukebox, map, tablet, TV and, critically, radio. 

So tablet is outstanding amongst other ICT instruments that is engaging the instructors in the 21st Century. 

4. Projector  

A Projector is intended to get a video signal from some outside gadget normally a DVD player, a Blu-Ray player, or a 

PC and undertaking that sign onto a screen. It does this by showing the picture addressed in the video signal onto a little 

screen inside the actual projector, which is then projected onto a screen utilizing a splendid light and a focal point. 

Numerous instructors discover writing slates to be just about a relic of times gone by with the appearance of intuitive 

projectors in the study hall. Maybe than composing notes across a board, with the utilization of projectors, educators 

would now be able to utilize films, slides, video, activity and realistic to show understudies an assortment of subjects. 

Educators will likewise track down that the Internet is more valuable since projectors can show web content to a whole 

class. Instructors can utilize intuitive projectors from multiple points of view, for example, to exhibit math 

manipulatives, to show visuals for science tests, to show maps, outlines, diagrams, pictures from course readings, entire 

class take an interest by and by test, to show a clock for tasks, paperless gifts, live web-cams, video web based, skype 

video visiting with classes all throughout the planet, topography associations utilizing Google Earth, Google Maps and 

so forth 

5. Smartboard  

A SMART Board resembles an enormous PC tablet that you can use with an extraordinary touch-touchy LCD (fluid 

gem show) screen or a touch-delicate whiteboard that you use with a projector. Shrewd sheets set forth plainly, are a 

complex substitution of the customary overhead projector. Throughout the long term, this state of the art innovation has 

demonstrated mainstream for understudies, everything being equal. The intelligent board transforms an ordinary 

homeroom into a great learning climate. It advances homerooms in a few different ways by giving hands on coordinated 

effort and making the ideal picking up setting. The LCD show and whiteboard are intelligent and permit clients to 

contact their surfaces to get to programming like Internet programs, email programs, word processors and media 

programs. By utilizing hand signals, you can turn objects on the screen, look through pages and perform zoom 

capacities. Across the board plan smartboard that needn't bother with a projector (otherwise called infrared Interactive 

Whiteboard) are additionally accessible at this point. Brilliant Boards ordinarily come pre-packaged with the SMART 

Notebook programming and a library of assets for exercises. Brilliant sheets takes into consideration coordination of 

different advances to further develop the learning experience. For example, it is feasible to join devices like magnifying 

lens, report cameras, cameras or camcorders to a whiteboard to help in guidance. It is additionally conceivable to 

incorporate the intelligent learning instruments with a wide scope of programming applications. Shrewd Boards are 

flawless and simple to utilize. There are no problems cleaning or keeping up with smartboards. Educators can utilize the 

wide assortment of online data sources like information data sets, online video and news things to build up their 

exercises. 

6. Smartphones  

A cell phone is a cell phone with profoundly progressed highlights. A regular cell phone has a high-goal contact screen 

show, WiFi network, Web perusing abilities, and the capacity to acknowledge complex applications. From the start, cell 

phones are regularly the most despicable aspect of educators' presence since they cause interruptions. Be that as it may, 

this is as of now not a circumstance. The vast majority of us have most likely seen that cutting edge kids are dependent 

on their cell phones. Cell phones are exceptionally lightweight and can fit in a tote or jeans pocket easily. They are 

intended to be taken wherever with you. In view of the surprising number of modest and free portable applications now 

accessible, smartpones become astounding pocket-sized learning gadgets. Instructors can utilize smartpones from 

multiple points of view — admittance to the web for research and referring to, admittance to email, the capacity to snap 

photographs, messaging abilities, utilize instructive applications, shooting recordings, in-class back channeling, 

recording addresses, monitoring timetables and dates, conversation of exercise in person to person communication and 

to a bigger crowd, Google search in a hurry with voice search highlights, and so on Instructors can without much of a 
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stretch save their talks in free distributed storage and offer them to their understudies. Cell phone energizes 

computerized proficiency and going paperless. 

7. Radio  
[3]Radio innovation offers an exceptional way for K-12 educators to incorporate innovation into the educational plan. 

Rudimentary educators can assist understudies with learning essential power and provincial geology in engaging 

manners utilizing AM radios. Social examinations educators will appreciate shortwave radios as an instrument for 

showing worldwide subjects. Science, physical science, and geology educators can utilize radios to show the properties 

of power, wave energy, climate, and the world's air. English and language expressions instructors will actually want to 

utilize radios to build up tuning, recorded as a hard copy, and talking abilities. Radio has been utilized broadly as an 

instructive medium in agricultural nations. Distributed reports affirm that it has upheld instructive projects in a wide 

scope of branches of knowledge and in various nations. Instructive radio has been used in numerous nations. The 

capability of radio to spur audience members to make a move, change conduct, and embrace exercises is obvious in the 

writing assessed up to this point. At times, radio has been utilized viably to educate populaces with respect to new 

government strategies and to energize conversation, input, and inevitable help for new measures. Radio has additionally 

been utilized to advance local area improvement, development, and different projects in which self-improvement and 

local area investment are fundamental. 

8. Television  

TV obliges the distinctive learning styles of understudies, by offering an exceptional blend of sight, sound, movement 

and feeling, which can give understudies a more noteworthy comprehension of their general surroundings. They can see 

recorded occasions sanctioned, the close planetary system investigated and books spring up. TV is both open and easy to 

use, permitting a program to be recorded for sometime in the future. Educators can utilize the elements of the video 

player to tailor the recorded program to their exercise plan. Famous TV programs, on points like sex, can be instructive 

for youngsters, who may somehow be too awkward examine the issue. The quick development of instructive [4]

innovation, the development of the Internet, and the looming appearance of computerized video transmission have all 

made new stations for Instructional Television conveyance. Television is an astounding mode for outlining applications, 

depicting setting, and producing interest. The adequacy of TV in study hall arrangement can be just put as — People 

appreciate sitting in front of the TV, and regardless of how diligent you are; numerous individuals will in any case lean 

toward staring at the TV to going through hours understanding course books and contemplating. Educators could profit 

with keeping understudies intrigued through the method for instructive and interesting TV in the homeroom. We 

presently have an enormous assortment of content on the TV - anecdotal shows, dramas, narratives, news and way of 

life projects and afterward obviously we presently have education.

The ICT tools, particularly hardware devices are not limited to what we have discussed so far. We don't have 

space to discuss them all here. I left them for you to explore in the light of the aforementioned. There are a variety of 

ICT tools available for teachers. In fact, it will take another beautiful title to cover them all.

B. Software 

Progressed equipment and modern gadgets will not work without the utilization of programming or softwares since they 

were planned explicitly to be nothing without programming. 

Increasingly more instructive programming, both on the web and disconnected, are springing up to assist with filling a 

requirement for more intelligent, customized instructive encounters for understudies. Their advantages are various, and 

above all, instruction programming is an expense productive answer for schools who need to oversee information and 

data about their understudies in a coordinated way. Online instruction programming has become a fundamental 

encouraging apparatus for instructors to use as a component of their exercises. Their execution in homerooms has 

further developed execution of both the understudies and educators the same. 

There are numerous sorts of both free and business instructive programming accessible for a wide range of subjects: 

1. Authoring System:  

An Authoring System is a program which has pre-modified components for the advancement of intuitive sight and sound 

programming titles. Creating frameworks change generally in direction, abilities, and expectation to absorb information. 

A creating framework assists educators with fostering their own educational programming. Instructors can make 
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electronic glimmer cards or file cards to show kids certain ideas. Additionally, they can make media content like 

surveys, exercises, and instructional exercises. You may even consider online choices since web composing frameworks 

help instructors in making sight and sound substance that can be utilized on a site. 

The most utilized and reliable writing devices are Accordent Capture Station, Adobe Captivate, Adobe Presenter, 

Advanced eLearning Builder, AuthorExpert, authorPOINT, Brainshark Presentations, BRAVO!, Cameo, Camtasia, [5]

Claro, CodeBaby, Composica Auythoring System, CourseAvenue Studio,DazzlerMax, Dokeos MIND, e-ZStudio, 

EasyProf, eXe, FlashPoint, GenExis, WriteitNow, Dramatica Pro etc.

2. Desktop Publishing: 

Instructors can utilize this product to educate guardians and understudies about occasions or exercises occurring in 

organizations. They can likewise utilize it for planning results and reports of understudies. Utilization of work area 

distributing programming turns into an absolute necessity have ability for new alumni, thus organizations are as of now 

showing understudies how to utilize work area distributing suites like Microsoft Office and Adobe Creative Suite. 

Illustration of Desktop Publishing Softwares are: Microsoft Publisher, Adobe Indesign, Lucidpress, QuarkXpress, 

Adobe Pagemaker, Express Publisher, FrameMaker, and so on.

3. Reference Software:  

Instructors can incorporate reference programming in research projects. Reference programming we should 

understudies access the reference book, thesauruses, chart books, and word references. The most mainstream reference 

programming are: Britannica, Encarta, Encyclopædia Britannica Ultimate Reference Suite, WordWeb Free Dictionary, 

TheSage's English Dictionary and Thesaurus, Stardict, Babylon Premium Pro etc.

4. Drill and Practice Software:  

Educators can incorporate drill and practice programming to fortify the current range of abilities of the understudies. 

This product is gainful when educators are attempting to plan understudies for tests and tests. This sort of programming 

are generally accessible on the web. They are: SAT/ACT/PSAT Platinum, eKnowledge PowerPrep, SAT Prep Course, [6]

Quizlet, Study Blue, or Flashcard Machine, and so on 

5. Tutorial Software:  

Through instructional exercise programming, instructors can show understudies new exercises and give them a stage 

through which they may gain proficiency with the exercise at their own speed. Instructional exercise programming 

comprises of giving understudies new data to learn, give them an opportunity to rehearse it, and afterward assess their 

presentation. Instructional exercise can be introduced text and video design. The well-known instruments to make 

instructional exercises are: Creatavist, iBooks Author, Lucidpress, WM Capture, etc. 

6. Educational Games:  

There are various instructive gaming programming accessible on the lookout. Instructive programming organizations 

have consolidated gaming and schooling into one. This kind of programming is exceptionally powerful more youthful 

kids since it propels them to learn. 

The mainstream instructive games include: Dragon Box, Mind Snacks, Code Spells, Scribble Naughts, SimCity, 

Mindblown Life, Sequence Game, Scrabble Junior, Jenga Classic Game, Simon Swipe Game, Blokus, Gravity Maze 

and so forth. These games are instructive as well as for fun. The entire family can get included and learn for the sake of 

entertainment! 

7. Simulation Software:  

Reproductions programming empowers instructors to show understudies through virtual experience. For example, 

understudies can utilize this product to acquire the experience of flying a plane. Some famous programming in this [7]

class are: ORSA – Celestial Mechanics Simulation, Gravit, NASA World Wind, Crocodile Simulation Software, 

Fritzing, falstad Circuit, Interactive Physics, Matlab, and so on.

8. Speed Reading Software:  

Speed perusing programming can help the two understudies and instructors figure out how to peruse quicker and 

increment their understanding cognizance so they presently don't feel overpowered by the volume of schoolwork. We 

live in an undeniably bustling world, and at times it can feel like there is a lot to peruse, regardless of whether it's a 
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torrent of reminders and messages for work or the reports, instant messages and web-based media posts you experience 

each day. Speed Reading programming can help you both as an educator and an understudy. Most accessible speed [8]

perusing programming accompanies an assortment of activities, tests and eye-fortifying trainings intended to assist you 

with diminishing propensities while attempting to further develop your understanding ease and generally speaking 

cognizance. Acquiring abilities that help you read quicker can at last open up more opportunity for you so you can 

complete different assignments all the more rapidly. It can likewise help you proficiently and pleasantly read that most 

recent spine chiller or murder secret that has been perched on your end table for quite a long time. The well known 

programming in this classification are: 7 Speed Reading, AceReader, The Reader's Edge, eyeQ Advantage, Speed 

Reader-X, RocketReader, and so on 

9. Spelling Software:  

Instructors can utilize spelling programming to show straightforward words to little youngsters, help more seasoned 

understudies supplement their homeroom learning and upgrade their own spelling capacities. The best spelling 

programming trains how to spell a word, yet additionally its importance and articulation. Some spelling programming 

can likewise profit understudies who are learning English as a subsequent language. This class of programming 

incorporates: 7Spell, Hooked on Spelling, SpellQuizzer, School Zone Spelling, Spelling Blaster, Personal Best Spelling, 

Spell Track and so forth 

10. Vocabulary Software  

Jargon programming is intended to help the understudies spell, articulate, and see new words quicker and more 

effectively than one of those expression of-the-day schedules. Probably the best programming assists understudies with 

working on their jargon through drawing in and instructive activities that just need around 15 minutes every day. A 

bigger jargon can further develop an understudy's grades and increment a grown-up's attractiveness in the labor force. 

Expanding understudy's jargon will upgrade their understanding appreciation. Probably the best programming in this 

class are: Ultimate Vocabulary, Verbal Advantage, Overnight Vocabulary, Vocabulary Super Stretch, Vocaboly, WordPal, 

Speedstudy English Vocabulary, VTrain, and so on.

11. Special Needs Software:  

Online instruction programming additionally incorporates uncommon programming created to address the necessities of 

an understudy with extraordinary requirements. This product is joined with assistive programming furnishing 

understudies with unique requirements with a compelling stage to learn. Models incorporate PCs perusing text 

resoundingly, discourse synthesizers, and mixed media programming focusing on certain learning inabilities. Model 

programming in this class are: ArtTouch Software, Playful Primer, Problem Solvers, Switch Ensemble Software, Switch 

Kids Software, The Activity Trainer Home Bundle, You Are a Social Detective CD, Cause and Effect Sights and Sounds, 

Places You Go, Things You Do, My School Days Software, Teach Me to Talk CD, and so on. 

12. Maths Problem Solving Software:  

This instructive programming makes it workable for math educators to reinforce the critical thinking abilities of 

understudies and science instructors may utilize this product to direct science tests. Models: Mathguru, Math Solver, 

Crocodile Physics, Crocodile Mathematics, iMathematics, pCalc, and so on.

Conclusion

Not with standing the above equipment and programming, there are innumerable free and business online assets and 

modules for educators to use in homeroom. A large portion of these assets can be gotten to by a basic googling. 

Instructive programming fuses mixed media content and gives clients an undeniable degree of intuitiveness. These two [9]

highlights separate them from conventional educating rehearses. Interactive media content like pictures, illustrations, 

and sound assist with drawing in the understudies in their exercises. For example, when finding out about history, 

understudies can return and view recordings or other online-based substance identified with it. Online training 

programming likewise benefits educators. It permits instructors to associate better with the understudies, assists them 

with keeping the understudies keen on the exercise, and advances a useful climate for learning. 

Innovation, however extraordinary as it seems to be, will not educate without help from anyone else. Educators are the 

ones who are giving the consolation and energy of learning. They pass on that excitement, even while utilizing 

innovation. 
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ICT apparatuses further develop educator adequacy and usefulness in class. It rejuvenates dynamic and troublesome 

educational program ideas inside homerooms. It makes learning an agreeable encounter for understudies. It works on 

scholarly execution of understudies and empowers moment developmental evaluation of learning results in class. It 

likewise empowers instructors to quickly survey and assess the learning accomplished by their understudies in class. It 

brought a thorough store of a-list advanced modules or exercises, (comprising of 2D and 3D movements, illustrations, 

sound and video) regarding each matter in the K12 range, which the instructor could undoubtedly access and task in the 

homeroom that enlightened and clarified unique and troublesome ideas with fluid clearness. The outcome was 

astonishing. Information prospered liberated from the exceptionally old obligations of books and chalk furthermore, 

board. Another light of understanding unfolded on youthful stirred personalities. What's more, the homeroom turned 

into an intriguing spot to be in as another age of students saw (rather than simply being told and clarified) interestingly 

how things occurred. Furthermore, the instructor grinned as she currently saw one, a few however an ocean of hands go 

up each time she posed an inquiry. ICT achieves a total change in homerooms. 

Educators have been utilizing new advancements in the study hall. Nonetheless, the turn of events and utilization of 

new innovations develops as an action that is whether or not educators are prepared to stay aware of them. Here we 

have two issues. Are the instructors be able to utilize instructive innovation and regardless of whether the school is 

adequately furnished with all advanced specialized means? Various examinations were done, some are as yet 

progressing, yet we need to track down the right techniques to apply instructive innovation in educating.
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